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Yields 6+ HeartsLOVESICK GEO HEART KIT 

KIT INCLUDES
Milk Chocolate Flavored Easy Candy™
Tropical Pink Easy Candy™
Fetish Fancy Sprinkles [4oz]

Rhodolite Magenta Prism Powder®
Mini Geo Heart Mold

WHAT YOU NEED
• Cakesicle filling of your choice. We love to use crushed up cake, brownies, cookies, muffins, 

candy like Reeses cups or hell even your kid’s Nutrigrain bars. Fancy Tip: It doesn’t have to be 
homemade.

• Baking sheet or cutting board

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Prep Tools
Remove mold from packaging, hand wash and 
dry before use. Place it on a baking sheet or 
cutting board.

2. Prepare Easy Candy
Choose the Easy Candy colors for the hearts 
and heat in microwave according to the bag 
instructions, until smooth.

3. Assemble Heart Base
Cut the tip off the Easy Candy Bag at the 
scissors line, and squeeze 2-3 spoonfuls into 
the first mold cavity. Tilt the mold to cover the 
entire inside or use the back of a spoon to 
spread evenly. 

4. Repeat & Tap
Repeat process with each cavity, then tap 
mold on the counter to ensure chocolate fills 
all cracks and corners.

5. Set 
Place mold in fridge or freezer until the Easy 
Candy completely hardens. 

6. Add Filing
Fill cavities with 2-3 spoonfuls of filling, 
leaving room between the filling and the edge 
of the mold.

7. Cover Filing
Squeeze another 1-2 spoonfuls of Easy 
Candy to completely cover the filling of each 
cavity. 

8. Set
Wait for the Easy Candy to completely 
harden;  5-10 minutes in the fridge/freezer 

9. Remove From Mold
Peel the silicone mold back from the first 
cavity and slowly remove the heart from the 
mold. Repeat process until all six hearts have 
been removed.

10. Drizzle & Decorate It Fancy
Place the cakesicles on a plate and dust with 
Prism Powder, then drizzle and decorate 
with warm Easy Candy and Fetish Fancy 
Sprinkles. 

NOTE: If the Easy Candy hardens while
you are decorating, you can reheat it to 
keep using.




